
Precision Machine Design- Rolling Bearing 

There are two types of rolling bearing: rolling bearing for 

rotary motion, and rolling bearing for linear motion 

1. Rolling element for rotary motion bearing 

Almost all rotating components need rolling bearings, and the 

following shows typical ball bearing and roller bearing for 

rotary motion bearings.  

 

 

(source: Slocum’s precision machine design and The Torrington Company) 

DN speed values for ball brg 

Each bearing type has DN speed value that is bore diameter 

in D[mm] X N[rpm] for various operating conditions, and it 

limits the maximum velocity of bearing in operation. Typically, 



200,000-750,000 from grease, oil, circulating oil, to oil mist 

 

Equivalent radial load, Fe 

Fe=KωKrFr+KaFa 

Where Kω=rotation factor 

=1 for rotating inner ring,  

=2 for outer ring 

Kr=radial load factor=1 

Ka=axial load factor=1.4 for radial contact ball brgs, 

=1.25 for shallow angular contact brg 

=0.75 for steep angle angular contact brg 

 

Load-Life equation 

La=a1a2a3(C/Fe)γ 

where La=millions of revolution 

a1=1.0 for 10% probability of failure 

a2=material factor 

=1.0 for steel brgs, 3.0 for brgs with plated races 



a3=lubrication factor=1.0 for oil mist 

C=Basic dynamic load ratings from catalogue 

Fe=Equivalent radial load 

γ=3 for balls, 10/3 for rollers 

 

 

Ball and Roller bearings configurations  

(source: Slocums’ precision machine design) 

 



 

Methods of mounting for ball bearings 

 (source:Slocum’s precision machine design) 

For rolling element bearings; 

1) Radial contact brgs 

Two types of radial contact brgs;  

Shallow groove brg:  

large radius of curvature, high radial stiffness with relatively 

lower axial stiffness 

Deep groove brg:  

small radius of curvature, called Conrad brgs, very high radial 

stiffness with fairly high axial stiffness 

 



Figs show the method of mounting for radial contact brgs. Full 

axial constraint on the shaft and axial freedom in the bore is 

a typical example for the thermal growth consideration. 

Chamfers also help for the moderate stress concentration at 

the corners. 

2) Angular contact brgs 

Balls contact to the races with inclination angle, in order to 

give high radial load capacity and thrust load capacity in one 

direction. For bidirectional thrust load, a second brg facing the 

opposite way is needed. Duplex, triplex, or qualdplex sets of 

angular contact brgs are used to give higher radial stiffness 

and higher thrust stiffness in a small space such as for main 

spindle of machine tools. Several possible configurations are 

shown in the fig. 

 

 



 

Variable configurations for angular contact bearings 

(source:Slocum’s precision machine design) 

3) Four-points contact brgs 

Contact brgs having Gothic arch shape groove in the inner 

and outer races; two points contact to inner race, two points 

contact to outer race, thus giving 4 points contact brg. This 

brg gives high radial, axial, and moment loads, and are 

conveniently can be used in robots or rotary turn tables under  

space constraints. Fig shows the circular arch groove and the 

Gothic arch groove, where the Gothic arch experiences higher 

stiffness but with more slips than the circular arch. 

 

 



 

Circular arch groove and Gothic arch groove 

(source:Slocum’s precision machine design) 

4) Roller and needle brgs 

Cylinders are rolling between cylindrical races, and very high 

radial stiffness can be achieved via the line contact on the 

cylinder. Straight roller brgs for very high radial load and 

tapered roller brgs are for high axial loads as well as high radial 

loads. Coupled use of the straight roller and tapered roller can 

give very high moment load capacity. Heavily loaded shafts in 

cars or heavy duty spindles in machine tools are typical 

examples. 

 

 

 



2. Rolling element for linear motion brgs 

Linear motion rolling brgs are among the most important 

elements, as shown in figs. 

 

  

Various rolling element for linear motion bearing 

(source:Slocum’s precision machine design) 

 

Load-life equation for rolling balls in linear motion 

L=50(C/fwFc)3 in [Km] 

Where C=basic dynamic load under which 90% of brgs will 

support while traveling a distance of 50Km 

Fc=applied load 

fw=service factor 

=1.0-1.5 for smooth operation w/o impact or vibration (e.g. 

semiconductor equipments) 



=1.5-2.0 for normal operation (e.g. CMM) 

=2.0-3.5 under impact or vibration loads (e.g. machine tools) 

 

The following figures show typical examples for the precision 

linear motion. 

1) Non-recirculating ball or rollers in grooved rails  

Various types of non-circulating ball or roller brgs in grooved 

rails are shown in the fig. When preloaded against each other, 

vertical horizontal and moment load can be withstood.  

 

 

Noncirculating ball or roller bearings 

(source:Slocum’s precision machine design) 

 

2) Rollers on Flat rail 

Wherever a sliding bearing is used for linear motion, rollers in 



a cage with rolling on a flat rail can be used in such as T 

carriage, Dovetail, double V, and V and flat configurations. 

The kinematic design is also possible with cross roller brgs and 

rollers on flat rails and some commercial modular non-

circulating roller bearings are available. 

 

 

Kinematic design with cross roller bearing and roller bearing 

(source:Slocum’s precision machine design)  

 

Commercial noncircular modular bearing 

(source:Slocum’s precision machine design) 

 



3) Cam followers; or wheel on rails as rotary motion brgs 

The cam follower or wheels on rails can be a good rolling 

bearing. Fig shows various types of cam follwers, and 

kinematic configuration is also shown. 

 

Various cam followers  

(source:Slocum’s precision machine design) 

 

 

Kinematic design with rollers on V and Flat 

(source:Slocum’s precision machine design) 

 

 



4) Linear motion guides 

Linear motion guide consists of rectangular cross sectioned 

rail and rectangular box shaped carriage containing passages 

for recirculating balls. Two rails and four carriages are used for 

an axis motion, and this linear guides replacing the sliding 

contact linear bearings in many application, as it can provide 

heavier load capacity with larger sizes than before. 

 

 

Typical linear motion guide bearing system 

(source:Slocum’s precision machine design) 

 

 

 



 

 

Stiffness of balls between two parallel plates 
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Deflection of left system = Twice of Deflection of right system 



From the contact mechanics, the deflection of left system is 

δ=2δright=(1/Re)1/3(3F/2Ee)2/3=(3/2)2/3Re-1/3(Ee)-2/3F2/3 

Compliance, C=∂δ/∂F=(3/2)2/3 Re-1/3(Ee)-2/3(2/3)F-1/3 

=(3/2)-1/3 Re-1/3(Ee)-2/3F-1/3 

Thus, Stiffness, K=1/C=1/(∂δ/∂F) 

=(3/2)1/3 Re1/3(Ee)2/3F1/3 

When there are n balls engaged in averaging sense, 

Kn=n(3/2)1/3 Re1/3(Ee)2/3F1/3 

 

For a steel ball of 5mm radius, and under F=300N preload; 

Ee=Es/[2(1-0.32)]≒110GPa, Re=R/2=2.5mm=0.0025m 

K=(3/2)1/3(0.0025)1/3(110E9)2/3(300)1/3=23.9MN/m=23.9N/um 

 

 

 



 

(Source from Slocum’s precision machine design) 

 



Circular arch type and Gothic arch type linear guides are 

commercially available from several manufacturers 

 

 

Circular arch groove and Gothic arch groove 

(source:Slocum’s precision machine design) 

Mounting method is of importance: one rail (or master rail) is 

fully constrained. The second rail is made parallel to the master 

rail using gage block or dial indicator, then just bolted without 

using any further fixation. After parallelism is checked, then 

bearing carriages are attached, and further fixing is followed 

when the parallelism is rechecked if it is needed. 

 



 

Linear guide mounting methods  

(source:Slocum’s precision machine design) 

 

Friction 

 

Friction coefficient and applied load for typical recirculating ball linear guide 

(source from THK, and Slocum’s precision machine design) 

 



Summary for Guidelines for Linear Motion 

 

    Sliding   Rolling 

Speed    ≤0.25m/s   1-2m/s (linear) 

                                              DN number (rotary) 

Acceleration        ≤0.1g    Not quoted 

Range of motion  Typical few 10m  Same 

    No limit by assembly  

Loads    ≤10 MPa   Load-Life eqn 

Accuracy/   5-10um straightness Race/Rail’s accuracy 

Precision               5um for highload       Averaging/Preload  

                       ≤1um for light preload 30um Paraellism 

                                              10X higher by Lap 

Repeatability  0.1-1.0             0.25-1um radial 

    2um for heavy duty     2-10X than accuracy 

Resolution   2-10um                nrad-urad for rotary 

                       ≤1um for PTFE          nm-um for linear 

Stiffness   100-1000KPa/um        Maufacturers’ 

Multi-brgs help 

                                       



Preload   ≒10% rated load        1-5% of static load 

Damping    Same as fluid film  Lower damping 

Friction   0.03-0.1 (static)  0.001-0.01(dynamic) 

    0.02-0.1(dynamic) 

Life    5-10yrs   Load-Life equation 

 


